HIS EXCELLENCY’S ADMONITIONS
FOR PROPER MILITARY CONDUCT

Prepared by the Commander-in-Chief’s Guards

1. THERE SHALL BE NO fixing of bayonets during engagements.
2. THERE SHALL BE NO drawing of ramrods during engagements.
3. THERE SHALL BE NO firing within 40 feet of persons to the front.
4. THERE SHALL BE NO hand-to-hand combat.
5. THERE SHALL BE NO drawing of sharp edged weapons during engagements.
6. NO CANNON SHALL fire within 50 feet of persons to the front.
7. ALL CANNONS SHALL place red safety blocks to delineate minimum firing distance to the front.
8. ALL FIRELOCKS AND PISTOLS SHALL be inspected prior to each battle by the Company Commander. This shall include the inspection of cartridges.
9. ALL FIRELOCKS SHALL be cleared following each engagement.
10. THE SIDE TO BE DEFEATED SHALL cede ground if opposing forces get too close, or within 35 feet.